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Three hundred years ago, Earth Prime was reduced to ash by three powerful alien fleets and their allies. Mankind, for all practical purposes were eradicated.
The Blasted Earth represents the ultimate apocalyptic planet. Ravaged by genetic retro-viruses of human and alien design, the world does not resemble
anything like our memories of the ancient home of mankind. A giant volcanic ring now encircles the the Earth and mutant creatures thrive in the jungle areas,
the desert sections, and the volcanic fire and ash lands. Here and there a handful of humans or aliens survive. Welcome to the Blasted Earth. Herein are several
short stories about the places and the inhabitants of Earth Prime: The ultimate apocalyptic planet.
As writer's, we tell a story. Some stories are exciting others are funny. Some stories tell of a character facing horror or great sadness. Yet other stories tell of
great adventure and endless potential for the future. Even from the dust of an apocalyptic aftermath there is room for endless great futures. If one can only
rebuild enough to reach for them.
I find all of these stories inspiring, compelling, and entertaining. Yes, even the ones with sad endings. What grabs me the most are stories that make me laugh
or cry or invoke deep thought on the subjects and choices the primary characters were compelled to deal with there in. I hope you find these stories worthy of
consideration beyond the written word.

Stephen A. Lee
Volume 1
Michael Curtis – Hell is Cold and Green
Casey W. Christofferson -- The Sky Gods of Union Station
Craig Martelle – Humanity had its Chance
James M. Ward – Breaking the Prime Directive
Jean Rabe – They Danced Here Once
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Stephen A. Lee – Vector's Vector
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